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Where we are
TODAY

ABOUT US

The Fitting Room is a marketing agency located in
the Maryland. Through technology, The Fitting
Room develops a more targeted approach for
businesses to communicate with consumers.
 
Technology is changing the way we make
marketing products and services available to
business owners. Digital marketing has made it
convenient for busineses to market to consumers
online or through apps. This form of marketing
helps retailers to track the buying behaviors,
online shopping experiences and sales 24/7. Real-
time analytics and automation are integral.
 
User experiences are created by tracking
consumer behavior or actions to give a more
comprehensive strategy and analysis for our
clients. We rely on companies like Adobe, IBM and
Microsoft to keep a pulse on the latest trends.
They understand what the future of marketing
looks like and want to offer the best technology.
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CERTIF ICAT IONS
& NAICS

CAGE CODE: 6TU84
 
DUNS: 829030902
 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC
CERTIFICATIONS: EDWOSB (SBA)
 
MDOT CERTIFICATIONS:
MBE/DBE/SBE #18-108
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541430 - GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES
541611 - ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT AND
GENERAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES
541613 - MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES
541810 - ADVERTISING AGENCIES
541890 - OTHER SERVICES RELATED TO
ADVERTISING
(SPECIFICALLY: MANNEQUIN DECORATING
SERVICES; WINDOW DRESSING OR TRIMMING
SERVICES)



ANALYTICS
 

DESIGN
 
 

MARKETING

MARKETING DECISIONS
BACKED BY DATA &
RESEARCH

 

The Fitting Room wants to help businesses make marketing decisions based
on data and research. When we prepare to develop marketing campaigns for
our clients, we always start with research. We research past performance to
see what the client is doing wrong and what they are doing correctly.
 
The Fitting Room also researches the industry standards as a benchmark for
our clients. For instance, when we create the SEO reports, we compare our
clients to the analysis of their competitors.
 
Our goal is to align our clients with the top performing businesses in their
industry. 
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